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Scheler’s Philosophical Anthropology and his Confrontation with Heidegger（2）
 OKUYA Koichi
Abstract
　In his later years, Max Scheler, the German philosopher from the early half of the 
twentieth century, devoted himself to anthropological research and made an effort to 
organize the results in a work entitled “Philosophical Anthropology”. However he was 
enable to complete this work due to his sudden demise, leaving behind voluminous 
note. Of particular notice among these posthumous manuscripts is his confrontation 
with Heidegger’s main work, “Being and Time”, which was published the year before 
Scheler’s death. Scheler and Heidegger’s interaction began in 1923.  Heidegger 
published “Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics” after Scheler’s death and responded 
to Scheler’s doubts and criticism in this work, which was also dedicated to the 
memory of Scheler. How did these two philosophers, these great men of philosophy, 
evaluated each other, object to and criticize their philosophical theories and develop 
their counterarguments, and did they adopt their conterpart’s ideas and into their 
own theories? This paper carefully analyzes the posthumous manuscripts and works 
that include the criticism and counterarguments of these two philosophers while 
attempting to answer this question. The philosophical confrontation between these 
two giants was possibly one of the greatest philosophical spectacles of the twentieth 
century. Research on these two philosophers, from whichever side, offers endless 
points of Intellectual excitement and curiosity upon observing the assessment and the 
further development of anthropology and ontology.
Key words：realism and idealism, the problem of emotional realism, solipsistic 
coexistence or personal coexistenc
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